ReaderTT.config = {"pagecount":22,"title":"","author":"Stephanie Burns","subject":"","keywords":"","creator":"Writer","producer":"LibreOffice 7.2","creationdate":"D:20220926180837Z'","moddate":"","trapped":"","fileName":"document.pdf","bounds":[[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210]],"bookmarks":[{"title":"IAP NEWS UPDATE","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 343 1100 0"},{"title":"January 7th \u2013 27th 2011","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 335 1046 0"},{"title":"Publication: Think Tank Review","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1010 0"},{"title":"Title: International Math Study Doesn\u2019t Add up","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 986 0"},{"title":"Date: January 11th, 2011","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 962 0"},{"title":"Website: http://nepc.colorado.edu/thinktank/review-us-math","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 914 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 891 0"},{"title":"Review finds study comparing U.S. math achievement with other countries misleading and unnecessary","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 838 0"},{"title":"While a recent report asserts that U.S. students are far behind students in most other developed countries in mathematics achievement, a review of the study released today finds that it makes deceptive comparisons and exaggerates small differences, rendering the study useless in helping educators improve U.S. students\u2019 math performance.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 761 0"},{"title":"U.S. Math Performance in Global Perspective: How Well Does Each State Do at Producing High-Achieving Students? was reviewed for the Think Twice think tank review project by Jeremy Kilpatrick, Regents Professor of Mathematics Education at the University of Georgia. Professor Kilpatrick has extensive background and expertise in national and transnational testing of student mathematics achievement.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 618 0"},{"title":"Kilpatrick\u2019s review is published today by the National Education Policy Center, housed at the University of Colorado at Boulder School of Education.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 451 0"},{"title":"U.S. Math Performance in Global Perspective was written by Eric Hanushek, Paul Peterson, and Ludger Woessmann and published by the Harvard University Program on Education Policy and Governance and by the journal Education Next. It compares the prevalence of high-achieving students domestically and internationally, using data from the 2005 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA). The NAEP is administered domestically, to a sample of 8th grade students throughout the U.S.; PISA is administered internationally, to a sample of 15-year-olds in Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) member countries and partner countries.","page":1,"zoom":"XYZ 110 355 0"},{"title":"The study compared the percentages of U.S. students in the 50 states and 10 urban districts who performed at an advanced level in mathematics on the 2005 NAEP with estimated percentages of students in other countries who would have reached that same level had they taken the NAEP 2005 mathematics assessment. Samples of U.S. students in the graduating class of 2009 had taken NAEP 2005 when they were eighth graders and the PISA 2006 when they were tenth graders, so a statistical procedure could be used to calculate the PISA mathematics score that was presumed equivalent to scoring at an advanced level on NAEP. It was thus possible to estimate what percentage of students in each of the 57 countries in PISA 2006 would have attained that advanced NAEP level. The report indicates that most of those countries had far greater percentages of high achievers than the United States did.","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"In his review, Kilpatrick finds six areas of concern:","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 645 0"},{"title":"1. NAEP is taken by eighth graders, whereas PISA is taken by 15-year-olds in each country, who are typically not all going to be in the same graduating class.","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 621 0"},{"title":"2. The mathematical proficiency of those students who graduated in the class of 2009 was likely rather different from what it had been in 2005 or 2006.","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 526 0"},{"title":"3. To rank districts and states measured on one scale against countries measured on another gives a misleading picture of how they are performing, especially when the scores come from one tail of a distribution (the very highest achievers) and are estimated using statistical linking.","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 430 0"},{"title":"4. Although a statistical linkage had in the past been possible between NAEP and previous international tests that had been administered to equivalent representative samples of students in mathematics at the same time and in the same grades, no similar basis exists to create a linkage between PISA and NAEP.","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 310 0"},{"title":"5. NAEP mathematics is designed to measure the knowledge, skills, and competencies needed by U.S. students in mathematics at different grades, whereas PISA is not intended to be tied to the school mathematics curriculum, calling instead on the ability to use and apply knowledge and skills in real-world situations; the study thus tries to mesh the results of two different tests that measure different domains of mathematics proficiency.","page":2,"zoom":"XYZ 110 167 0"},{"title":"6. Mathematics was a so-called minor domain in PISA 2006, which means that relatively few questions were asked and there was likely substantial variability within countries, raising unresolved reliability and validity concerns.","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 110 956 0"},{"title":"Kilpatrick doesn\u2019t argue with the report\u2019s claim that relatively few students in the U.S. score at advanced levels in math. \u201cWhat is misleading is that the percentages of advanced-level students in countries, states, and districts can be put on the same scale so that they can easily be compared,\u201d he writes.","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 110 813 0"},{"title":"Moreover, such misleading comparisons aren\u2019t necessary, according to Kilpatrick: \u201cAt the website of the National Center for Education Statistics, state and urban district policymakers can obtain ample data on how their students at all levels of proficiency have been performing in NAEP mathematics. Those policymakers do not need, and should avoid, this flawed effort to enter their high-performing graduating seniors of 2009 into a mock international horse race in which they did not participate.\u201d","page":3,"zoom":"XYZ 110 669 0"},{"title":"Publication: The Economist","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1071 0"},{"title":"Title: Tiger cubs v precious lambs","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1047 0"},{"title":"Website: http://www.economist.com/node/17959516","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 110 975 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 110 951 0"},{"title":"The contest with China moves into the classroom and nursery","page":4,"zoom":"XYZ 110 906 0"},{"title":"Publication: Agence France-Presse","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 110 820 0"},{"title":"Title: Topping test tables no longer enough for China","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 110 796 0"},{"title":"Website: http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20110125/lf_afp/lifestylechinaeducationoecdtest","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 110 725 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":6,"zoom":"XYZ 110 653 0"},{"title":"Publication: Helsingin Sanomat","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 630 0"},{"title":"Title: U.S. President Obama\u2019s school reform seeks impetus from Finland","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 606 0"},{"title":"Website: http://www.hs.fi/english/article/US+President+Obama%E2%80%99s+school+reform+seeks+impetus+from+Finland/1135263297274","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 534 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 486 0"},{"title":"Researchers from Harvard University got acquainted with everyday life in a Finnish comprehensive","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 439 0"},{"title":"Finnish 15-year-olds have consistently been among the top performers in the OECD's Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) study of the knowledge and skills of teens in industrialised countries ever since 2000, when Finland placed number one in the first PISA study, which focused on literacy. United States President Barack Obama has launched one of the world\u2019s most ambitious education reform agendas. The superpower has got tired of showing up only in the mid-range in PISA tests. In cooperation with the OECD, the U.S. education authorities have tried to find out what are the factors in successful countries that contribute to pupils\u2019 good results in PISA tests.","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 391 0"},{"title":"","page":8,"zoom":"XYZ 110 152 0"},{"title":"Dean Robert Schwartz and his team from Harvard University paid a fact-finding visit to Finland. The team interviewed Finnish education professionals starting from Minister of Education Henna Virkkunen, while the Central School in Kerava, about 30 kilometres north of Helsinki, was chosen as the representative of an ordinary Finnish comprehensive school. The Kerava Central School is a comprehensive school for grades from 1 to 6 (ages roughly 7 to 12 years), with a total of 356 students. The school building dates back to 1939.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1100 0"},{"title":"","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 908 0"},{"title":"A new doctoral programme has been launched at Harvard, and five participants in this programme visited Kerava last week in order to study the school\u2019s practices. In due course, they are expected to become leaders for the national school reform.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 884 0"},{"title":"","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 789 0"},{"title":"\u201dGood teaching and a cosy atmosphere\u201d. In these simple terms, Inkeri Virtanen, a sixth-grader in the Kerava Central School, summarises the essence of her school, which has become \"nearly famous\" worldwide, as it will be representing the Finnish PISA highfliers in the reports made by the United States for their own education reform.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 765 0"},{"title":"","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 645 0"},{"title":"A video clip depicting an ordinary schoolday in Kerava\u2019s Central School is among the video series profiling policies and practices of education systems that demonstrate high or improving performance in the PISA tests. The sixth-graders are a bit peeved about not being featured in the video. All the foreign interest has made even them start to think about the primary questions. \u201dThe number of rules and restrictions is reasonable but not excessive\u201d, says Oskari Alenius. For example, students are not allowed to listen to music alone (through headphones) in the school yard, as it would be antisocial. Viivi Pyy has been to Italy, where she noticed that their schooldays were much longer than in Finland.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 621 0"},{"title":"","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 382 0"},{"title":"The researchers have been impressed for example by the flexible modular structures of the Finnish school system, by cooperation among teachers, and by the strong support given to students with learning difficulties. Class teachers, special teachers, and special needs assistants are responsible for the classes. The foreign guests have been wondering for example at the role of a class teacher. \u201dWhen one has been teaching the same class for as many as three years, one knows not only the student but even his or her entire family\u201d, explains principal Riitta Aaltio. Thanks to the principle of early intervention, a number of adult support persons also visit the school in order to speak with students. \u201dThe support measures are so strong that it is almost impossible not to learn\u201d, Aaltio says.","page":9,"zoom":"XYZ 110 358 0"},{"title":"","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1052 0"},{"title":"She also speaks about the pedagogical partnership between teachers and parents. Class teachers tend to perceive students\u2019 problems easily, discussing the issues with each other. It has also been noticed that regardless of which political parties are in power, Finland has hung on to its comprehensive school system.","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 110 908 0"},{"title":"It is believed that the well-educated teachers have an important role in the success of Finnish school students in the PISA tests. At present, there is a major shortage of teachers in the USA, and almost anybody is de facto qualified for the job. In practice, this means that the tuition is not homogeneous - maybe not even within the same school. In Kerava\u2019s Central School, students regard the personality of a teacher as important.","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 110 884 0"},{"title":"","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 110 741 0"},{"title":"\u201dA good teacher listens to students and their opinions and is positive\u201d, says Miira Sirolinna. \u201d[He or she] understands and knows how to discipline [students]\u201d, Toni Ahonen adds. Some students even express opinions regarding the teaching. Vili Laurell and Peltsi Tianqu would like to have more homework. \u201dEspecially maths; it allows us to make full use of our brains\u201d, says Tianqu.","page":10,"zoom":"XYZ 110 717 0"},{"title":"Publication: The Economist","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1071 0"},{"title":"Title: The Difference Engine: More pennies, please","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1047 0"},{"title":"Website: http://www.economist.com/blogs/babbage/2011/01/american_science_education","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 110 975 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 110 928 0"},{"title":"Ever since 1982, when the American penny (one-cent piece) ceased being minted from brass and started being made instead from zinc with a thin coating of copper, eighth-graders at some of the country\u2019s more inspired schools have been given a nifty little experiment in electrochemistry to do for homework. Your correspondent\u2019s 13-year-old came home recently with goggles and instructions to find the amounts of copper and zinc in a modern penny. While in class, each kid had first carefully weighed three such coins on a scientific balance. After that, the rest was up to them (and their dads). The experiment is designed to test the pupils\u2019 knowledge of the galvanic series, and the science that explains how corrosion occurs. The series lists metals according to their resistance to electrochemical reaction\u2014with the \u201cnoblest\u201d (eg, palladium, platinum and gold) at the top of the rankings, and the most reactive or \u201cbasest\u201d (eg, beryllium, zinc and magnesium) at the bottom. Copper comes 11 places above zinc in the table. Thus, when the two metals share an electrolyte, the zinc (being much the more reactive) will dissolve into the solution long before the copper. In a similar way, zinc anodes attached to the hulls of ships protect the vessels' steel plates from rusting away by being sacrificed instead.  The first step in the experiment is to file away a small section of the edge from each of the coins to expose the zinc core within. With the filed pennies in a plastic cup, the next task is to pour a few ounces of hydrochloric acid over them. That can be easier said than done. Fortunately, hardware stores sell hydrochloric acid by the gallon under the guise of \u201cmuriatic acid\u201d for cleaning stonework and lowering the alkalinity of swimming pools. Your correspondent keeps a supply in a garden shed under lock and key.  Half a day later, with no more bubbles coming from the pennies submerged in hydrochloric acid, the reaction can be neutralised with a solution of sodium bicarbonate (\u201cbaking soda\u201d), and the coins left to soak overnight in fresh water. The next morning, any remaining crud inside the hollow pennies\u2014with their zinc cores dissolved away\u2014can be removed under a tap with the help of a toothpick. Back at school, the hollow pennies are then weighed to determine the amount of zinc removed and the weight of the copper remaining. Result: a daughter who thought science boring now thinks it cool and wants to know more.  Unfortunately, too many young Americans drop science at the earliest opportunity. It is a tough and exacting discipline. Ever willing to oblige, schools and colleges offer smorgasbords of far easier options. Why sweat the detail and put in long hours when you can get by with something less demanding. For too many young Americans, sad to say, that has become a perfectly acceptable way of dealing with life's little challenges. Not so elsewhere. In its latest report on the scholastic performance of 15-year-olds around the world, the OECD\u2019s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) placed America 17th in science and 25th in mathematics among the organisation\u2019s 34 member countries. Top in science was Finland, followed by Japan and South Korea. But when a further 31 non-OECD countries and other entities that participated in the study were included, America slipped to 23rd in science and 31st in mathematics out of 65 all told. Participating for the first time, China swept the board, displacing Finland as number one in science and South Korea as top in mathematics. Admittedly, China was represented in the 2009 PISA study (published last month) by just Shanghai, the country\u2019s largest city and the one with the best schools. But the message it sent was clear. With their historical respect for knowledge, Confucian-based societies\u2014whether Chinese, Korean or Japanese\u2014set a blistering pace academically. And that feeds directly through to the economy. In both America and Europe, whole industries have been decimated by the sheer numeracy, articulateness and technical competence of workers in Japan and South Korea\u2014two countries with a combined population little more than half of America\u2019s. Imagine the impact, then, of a technological powerhouse the size of China\u2014with a population four and a half times America\u2019s\u2014when the calibre of young people that Shanghai is producing today becomes the national norm. What can America do to prepare itself for the coming onslaught on jobs, way of life, national self-confidence and individual happiness? It is surely not what Amy Chua prescribes in her recent book \u201cBattle Hymn of the Tiger Mother\u201d (The Penguin Press, 237pp, $25.95). In certain ethnic Chinese communities like San Marino (the highest achieving school district in California), the relentless bullying, disparaging, take-no-prisoners approach to parenting can get results, but ultimately at terrible cost to those concerned, both personally and professionally. It is just too alien for a country with the history, culture, compassion and social norms of America. The Chua approach achieves high scholastic scores in San Marino largely because the community is small, ethnically homogeneous and has less than 1% of its households classified as low-income (compared with 67% in neighbouring Los Angeles). Even then, San Marino gets only average return on the money spent annually ($8,000) per pupil. Other Californian districts do almost as well, despite having to cater for far greater income and racial diversity. The 2011 federal budget President Obama proposed last February included a 40% increase for science and mathematics education. Along with that, an initiative aimed at harnessing $250m in tax-free donations from businesses and foundations was established to train 10,000 new science, mathematics and engineering teachers over the coming five years, and to provide on-the-job training for 100,000 others. And yet it is clear that school districts are not using the money they already receive anywhere near as efficiently as they could. After adjusting for inflation, education spending per pupil in America has tripled over the past four decades. Meanwhile, scholastic achievement has remained essentially flat. Apart from tiny Luxembourg, America spends more per child than any of the other OECD country\u2014around $13,500 annually compared with an average of $7,800. Perhaps, then, focusing on \u201creturn on education investment\u201d might not be such a bad place to start. Earlier this week, the Centre for American Progress (CAP), a research and education institute based in Washington, DC, published a year-long study on the productivity of the country\u2019s 9,000 or so public school districts. The centre has to be commended especially for the interactive map it has made available. Using it, taxpayers can see how well, or otherwise, their local education authorities are spending their money\u2014and what results they are achieving in the process. (Move to Nebraska for the best public education in the country.) According to the CAP study, low productivity costs America's public school system $175 billion a year\u2014money that could be used to improve science and mathematics teaching no end.  It is not so much that America needs lots more top-flight scientists and engineers. Some argue it already has more than enough to fill all the vacancies in industry, research and academe as it is. Unquestionably, the country\u2019s powerful graduate schools and research institutes suck in the best brains from around the world\u2014many of whom go on to build careers and companies within the United States.  What America needs urgently, though, is a new sort of competency in scientific education that prepares individuals for careers that have little directly to do with science. More than anything else, scientific literacy helps people think clearly and cope more adroitly with the technical underpinnings of modern life. That is why your correspondent is cheered by the kind of science teaching that makes his daughter want to know more about how nature works and why. He just wishes there were a lot more hollow-penny experiments around\u2014and that many more schools were inspired enough to teach such things.","page":11,"zoom":"XYZ 110 880 0"},{"title":"Publication: Bloomberg Business Week","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 110 519 0"},{"title":"Title: U.S. Schools Are Still Ahead \u2013 Way Ahead","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 110 495 0"},{"title":"Website: http://www.businessweek.com/technology/content/jan2011/tc20110112_006501.htm","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 110 423 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 110 351 0"},{"title":"Vivek Wadhwa is a visiting scholar at University of California-Berkeley, senior research associate at Harvard Law School, and director of research at the Center for Entrepreneurship and Research Commercialization at Duke University.","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 110 303 0"},{"title":"America has an inferiority complex about its education system. You hear the sirens every year, when the OECD Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) releases its annual test results. Finland, South Korea, and Singapore usually come out on top; we start blaming our K-12 teachers for not teaching enough mathematics and science; we begin worrying about the millions of engineers and scientists China and India graduate.","page":14,"zoom":"XYZ 110 208 0"},{"title":"This year the big surprise was that Shanghai garnered first place in the PISA rankings. Then The Wall Street Journal ran a story on the home page of its website titled \"Why Chinese Mothers Are Superior.\" The Journal article claimed that Chinese (and Korean, Indian, etc.) parents raise \"stereotypically successful kids\"\u2014math whizzes and music prodigies. They do this by not allowing their children to attend sleepovers; have a playdate; be in a school play; complain about not being in a school play; watch TV or play computer games; choose their own extracurricular activities; get any grade less than an A; not be the No. 1 student in every subject except gym and drama. The article went on to recount as typical a series of acts that would be considered child abuse in the U.S. (and aren't the norm in India and China).","page":15,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"The Journal article was simply bizarre, yet it is true that education in China and India is very challenging and fiercely competitive. Children are brought up to believe that education is everything, that it will make the difference between success and starvation. So from their early years they work long and hard. Most of their childhood is spent memorizing books on advanced subjects.","page":15,"zoom":"XYZ 110 717 0"},{"title":"American Stereotypes","page":15,"zoom":"XYZ 110 550 0"},{"title":"Meanwhile, the perception is that American children live a relatively easy life and coast their way through school. They don't do any more homework than they have to; they spend an extraordinary amount of time playing games, socializing on the Internet, text-messaging each other; they work part time to pay for their schooling and social habits. And they party. A lot. These stereotypes worry many Americans. They believe the American education system puts the country at a great disadvantage. But this is far from true.","page":15,"zoom":"XYZ 110 502 0"},{"title":"The independence and social skills American children develop give them a huge advantage when they join the workforce. They learn to experiment, challenge norms, and take risks. They can think for themselves, and they can innovate. This is why America remains the world leader in innovation; why Chinese and Indians invest their life savings to send their children to expensive U.S. schools when they can. India and China are changing, and as the next generations of students become like American ones, they too are beginning to innovate. So far, their education systems have held them back.","page":15,"zoom":"XYZ 110 287 0"},{"title":"My research team at Duke looked in depth at the engineering education of China and India. We documented that these countries now graduate four to seven times as many engineers as does the U.S. The quality of these engineers, however, is so poor that most are not fit to work as engineers; their system of rote learning handicaps those who do get jobs, so it takes two to three years for them to achieve the same productivity as fresh American graduates.As a result, significant proportions of China's engineering graduates end up working on factory floors and Indian industry has to spend large sums of money retraining its employees. After four or five years in the workforce, Indians do become innovative and produce, overall, at the same quality as Americans, but they lose a valuable two to three years in their retraining.","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"Rankings Reconsidered","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 110 717 0"},{"title":"And then there is the matter of the PISA rankings that supposedly show the U.S. trailing the rest of the world. Hal Salzman, a professor at Rutgers' John J. Heidrich Center for Workforce Development, debunked myths about these in a May 2008 article in Nature magazine. Salzman noted that international tests use different sampling criteria from country to country, so we're not always comparing apples to apples. As well, the tests compare select populations of small countries such as Singapore and Finland, which each have about 5 million people, with the U.S., which has 310 million. These countries achieve the top rankings on the PISA list. Compare these countries to similar-sized U.S. states, however, and you find that some of those states, including Massachusetts (population 6.5 million), produce the top students. Additionally, we're comparing America's diverse population\u2014which includes disadvantaged minorities and unskilled immigrants with little education\u2014with the homogeneous populations of countries like Finland, Japan, and New Zealand.","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 110 669 0"},{"title":"Much is made of the PISA test scores and rankings, but the international differences are actually quite small. Most of the U.S. ranking lags are not even statistically significant. The U.S. falls in the second rank on some measures and into the first on others. It produces more highest-performing students in science and reading than any other country does; in mathematics, it is second only to Japan. Moreover, one has to ask what the test results actually mean in the real world. Do high PISA rankings make students more likely to invent the next iPad? Google (GOOG)? I don't think so.","page":16,"zoom":"XYZ 110 287 0"},{"title":"Let's keep improving our education system and focus, in particular, on disadvantaged groups. Education is the future of our nation. But let's get over our inferiority complex. America is second to none. Rather than in mastery of facts learned by rote and great numbers of accomplished martinets, its strength lies in the diversity and innovation that arise in an open, creative society.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"Publication: The Los Angeles Times","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 829 0"},{"title":"Title: Chinese students\u2019 high scores in international tests come at a cost","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 805 0"},{"title":"Website: http://articles.latimes.com/2011/jan/13/world/la-fg-china-education-20110113","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 734 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 686 0"},{"title":"Teens are under great pressure to do well on exams, with no time for friends or sports. Educators fear the students will become expert test-takers lacking creativity and imagination.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 638 0"},{"title":"Chinese adolescence is known as a time of scant whimsy: Students rise at dawn, disappear into school until dinnertime and toil into the late night over homework in preparation for university entrance exams that can make or break their future.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 566 0"},{"title":"So it came as little surprise when international education assessors announced last month that students in Shanghai had outperformed the rest of the industrialized world in standardized exams in math, reading and science.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 447 0"},{"title":"But even as some parents in the West wrung their hands, fretting over an education gap, Chinese commentators reacted to the results with a bout of soul-searching and even an undertone of embarrassment rarely seen in a country that generally delights in its victories on the international stage.","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 327 0"},{"title":"\"I carry a strong feeling of bitterness,\" Chen Weihua, an editor at the state-run China Daily, wrote in a first-person editorial. \"The making of superb test-takers comes at a high cost, often killing much of, if not all, the joy of childhood.\"","page":17,"zoom":"XYZ 110 184 0"},{"title":"In a sense, this is the underbelly of a rising China: the fear that schools are churning out generations of unimaginative worker bees who do well on tests. The government has laid out an ambitious set of plans for education reform by 2020, but so far it's not clear how complete or wide-ranging the changes will be \u2014 or whether they will ease the immense pressure on teens in families hungry for a place in the upper or middle class.","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"\"We have seen the advantages and the disadvantages of our education system, and our students' abilities are still weak,\" said Xiong Bingqi, an education expert at Shanghai's Jiao Tong University. \"They do very well in those subjects the teacher assigns them. They have huge vocabularies and they do math well. However, the level of their creativity and imagination is low.","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 110 836 0"},{"title":"\"In the long run, for us to become a strong country, we need talent and great creativity,\" Xiong said. \"And right now, our educational system cannot accomplish this.\"","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 110 669 0"},{"title":"Maybe so, said Zhang Minxuan, an education expert who oversaw the Program for International Student Assessment testing in Shanghai. But he argued against despair. After all, he said, Chinese officials are clear-eyed about their weaknesses.","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 110 573 0"},{"title":"\"We have a lot of things to study from the rest of the world,\" Zhang said. \"We know much more about recent developments in education research than the people in the other countries themselves. If we think it may be useful, we'll introduce it to our students, no matter what country it's from. We are very, very open-minded.\"","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 110 454 0"},{"title":"But Zhang also pointed out the implied embarrassments of the examination results: The Shanghai students who triumphed in the tests enjoy the very best China's uneven schools can offer. Their experience has little in common with those of their peers in rural schools, or the makeshift migrant schools of the big cities, not to mention the armies of teenagers who abandon secondary school in favor of the factory floor.","page":18,"zoom":"XYZ 110 310 0"},{"title":"And even in the rarefied world of the Shanghai high schools, teachers and administrators are concerned about the single-minded obsession with examinations.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1100 0"},{"title":"At Zhabei No. 8, a public school on the northern edge of Shanghai's downtown, administrators spoke cautiously of the students' success in the international tests. Nearly 200 students took the exams last spring; afterward, they told their teachers that the questions had been simple.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1004 0"},{"title":"\"We are fully aware of the situation: Their creativity is lacking. They suffer very poor health, they are not strong and they get injured easily,\" vice principal Chen Ting said. \"We're calling on all relevant parties to reduce the burden on our students.\"","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 884 0"},{"title":"For centuries, stretching back to the days when far-flung scholars trudged dutifully to the capital for the emperor's examinations, the standardized test has held a cherished place in Chinese society, both a tribute to discipline and a great leveling tool among disparate classes and regions.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 741 0"},{"title":"Today, the examination faced at the end of high school is considered the great maker, and breaker, of careers, determining which university, if any, a student may attend.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 621 0"},{"title":"There's no spare time for hanging out with friends or volunteer work; forget about clubs or sports. Weekends are spent sharpening academic weak spots in paid tutoring sessions.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 526 0"},{"title":"\"This is an important year for me,\" said 17-year-old Lei Lina, who is preparing to take the entrance examination in the summer. \"My dreams, my future \u2014 everything depends upon it.\"","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 430 0"},{"title":"Parents who obeyed China's one-child policy whisper to their lone offspring that the family's destiny hangs on the test score. Teachers drive the point home. The school curriculum is carefully tailored years in advance to mold students into expert test-takers.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 334 0"},{"title":"Xia Jing was among the students who sat for the international tests. At 17, she carries the weight of her family's ambition. If she scores high enough in China's university entrance exam, she'll be the first in her family to go to college.","page":19,"zoom":"XYZ 110 215 0"},{"title":"\"I definitely have to go to university,\" she says, setting her jaw. \"It's my parents' hope.\"","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1076 0"},{"title":"Xia spends her weekends, and her family's spare cash, attending tutoring sessions to help prepare her for the examination. Every night before she goes to sleep, she counts the days left before she'll take the test.","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1004 0"},{"title":"\"Sometimes I have wild thoughts,\" she says. \"If I do well, what will happen? If I fail, how will I plan for the future?\"","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 908 0"},{"title":"Publication: TIME Magazine","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 805 0"},{"title":"Title: Shanghai Surprise: Don\u2019t Sweat Global Test Data","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 782 0"},{"title":"Website: http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,2043312,00.html","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 710 0"},{"title":"Survey: PISA","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 686 0"},{"title":"Concern about falling behind internationally is one of America's most popular education anxieties. This week's Washington visit by Chinese President Hu Jintao and all the chatter about Amy Chua's new book on why Chinese-style \"tiger moms\" raise more successful children than Americans do serve as uncomfortable reminders that the kids in Shanghai did astronomically well on a set of international tests released last month, whereas U.S. kids came in 17th.","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 638 0"},{"title":"That makes us sound pretty lame. But the extremists at both ends of the education spectrum \u2014 i.e., those telling us international tests are meaningless and those claiming the scores are a sure sign that the sky is falling \u2014 are wrong. Here are five reasons you should ignore the hysterical commentary, followed by a commonsense look at what you should care about instead). (See \" 'Tiger Mother': Are Chinese Moms Really So Different?\")","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 447 0"},{"title":"1. Although the results of international tests are generally presented as an absolute ranking, often the differences between specific countries are not that substantial. For instance, when you look at the scores released last month by the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA), which is conducted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the U.S. was in the middle of the pack in science and reading and lagged in math. No, we didn't do as well as we should, but we were ahead of countries like Germany, France and England.","page":20,"zoom":"XYZ 110 256 0"},{"title":"2. It was Shanghai \u2014 not all of China \u2014 that received top honors on the PISA test. And Shanghai is where the smartest kids in the country go to school. So drawing the breathless conclusions as the media has about China and the PISA data is not unlike taking all the college kids in Cambridge, Mass., home to Harvard and MIT, and declaring them to be a representative sample of higher education across the U.S. When we start testing rural China, we'll get a more accurate picture of what we're really up against.","page":21,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"3. There are differences between countries that international assessments fail to capture. The American educational system is remarkable for the second chances it offers students who struggle in school. If you have to repeat a grade, we don't tell you that you can never go to college. Likewise, if you fail a test, it doesn't automatically put you on a different life path. Even in some industrialized nations, high-stakes tests mean a lot of kids get kicked to the curb. That's not our way. (See five things the U.S. can learn from China.)","page":21,"zoom":"XYZ 110 813 0"},{"title":"4. It's worth remembering that during the Cold War, we feared Soviet domination. When I was in school, we were told it was the Japanese who would be our undoing. Yet you don't hear much about Russia anymore, and American policymakers today are scrambling to avoid a \"Japanese decade\" like the economically anemic one that country had in the '90s. Much like the disclaimer on a mutual fund, past performance in addressing competitive challenges is not a guarantee of future success. So we can't afford to become complacent, but we should maintain some perspective.","page":21,"zoom":"XYZ 110 597 0"},{"title":"5. The 20th century was clearly the American century, but that wasn't necessarily because of the superior quality of our schools. A variety of societal factors such as immigration, a stable government and legal system, respect for property rights and contracts, and openness to trade matter to competitiveness too. Stanford University economist Eric Hanushek examined international test score data, and what he found should both hearten and worry us. When he crunched the numbers, he concluded that learning \u2014 and crucially, not just years in school but how much students actually learned \u2014 does matter to a country's economic growth. But the relationship, while quite significant, was not as pronounced when he accounted for some societal factors. In other words, we won't rise or fall on schools alone.","page":21,"zoom":"XYZ 110 382 0"},{"title":"So what's the takeaway? It's clearly better to do well on these assessments than poorly. (Hanushek also found that improving performance on these tests would be reflected in our national economic performance.) And it is certainly troubling that we are not producing as many students who perform at the top of these assessments as some other countries are. But this is a long-term (and solvable) problem \u2014 even as we compete with countries like China that can swamp us in terms of population. (See \"China Beats Out Finland for Top Marks in Education.\")","page":22,"zoom":"XYZ 110 1028 0"},{"title":"More immediately, rather than obsessing about international comparisons, we should focus on the data here at home, where there is a genuine educational crisis. Only about 6 in 10 African-American and Hispanic students are graduating from high school. Meanwhile, enormous gaps in achievement exist on state tests as well as our national assessments and other measures, like the SAT. Minority students are also more likely to be in special education and less likely to be in gifted education programs than other students. And remember: America will be a majority\u2013minority country before 2050, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.","page":22,"zoom":"XYZ 110 813 0"},{"title":"What this means is that if we want to become more competitive internationally, our future engineers and scientists will not come from the students who today are choosing other white-collar professions. Instead, they will have to come from the students who today do not even have that kind of career choice because of poor-quality education in their communities. (Comment on this story.)","page":22,"zoom":"XYZ 110 573 0"},{"title":"And that's our core education problem. Broken public-school systems constrain social mobility. Although college completion is the most effective social-mobility tool we have, only about 1 in 7 low-income students earn a degree. In other words, what we should really be concerned about is not being outcompeted by other countries but whether we'll start looking like too many of the ones that have static class structures and highly inequitable distributions of wealth. That prospect, much more than what kids in Shanghai or their moms are doing, should alarm us.","page":22,"zoom":"XYZ 110 406 0"}],"thumbnailType":"jpg","pageType":"html","pageLabels":[]};
